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MORNINGS
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Commencing 10.00am
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See Page 13
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AGM
Wednesday Oct 26 2011
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MUSEUM PROJECT
“Show and Tell Day”
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See Page 10
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OUTSTANDING MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS
Some members received a reminder with the last Megisti Messenger for outstanding subscriptions. Although
many members responded to that reminder we still have members who are in arr ears.
Your subscriptions do fund the Megisti Messenger and other activities that support the objectives of our
Association. If you think your subscription is in arrears please call us on 9443 2110 or send an email to
centenary2012@iprimus.com.au.
Please don't miss this opportunity to remain a member of our Association in th is our centenary year. All
financial members will be listed in our forthcoming centenary book produced and written by John Yiannakis. If
you are not a financial member your name will not be included in the centenary book.

PRESIDENTS REPORT

Written by President Jim Manifis

There has been so much activity in our association since the last Megisti Messenger, which indicates how
strong our association is. The commitment of the committee for 2010/2011 has been one of endeavour
and hard work. This leads onto reminding all our members of the AGM, which will be held on
Wednesday the 26th of October, 2011, 7pm sharp at the Castellorizian House. With the centenary
celebrations approaching us in 2012, we need the support of all our members to attend the AGM, as there
will be a number of issues that will be raised, and for the election of the new committee for this most
prestigious year.
In May this year, a number of Castellorizian’s travelled to Cazzie to launch the centenary year. In total,
there were approximately 25 on the island from Perth, and Australia, and the word was spread amongst
the locals for our centenary. There will be a further article on our trip in this Megisti Messenger, which
will highlight our trip.
Our investment property in Kalgoorlie Street has been fully renovated, and I would like to thank the
efforts of all the committee members for their endeavour. I’d like to make special mention of Tony
Samiotis, who took on the role as property manager for the renovations. He has done a tremendous job,
and contributed a number of tireless hours. Michael Paul also contributed a number of hours in assisting
Tony in the renovations, in co-ordinating a number of the contractors with numerous phone calls. Lastly I
would like to thank Tony Elder for his contribution in painting the interior of the house, free of charge.
The quote we received for the painting was well over $5000. Once again I would like to thank these
people for all their contribution and support with the renovations.
As a number of our lady members are aware, the Castellorizian Cooking Classes have commenced. At
this stage we have had two classes on a Saturday afternoon which have been well patronised by our
members. I would like to thank my sister, Helen Anastasas and Phyllis Samiotis for co-ordinating the
cooking classes. The first hands on cooking class, Phyllis Samiotis taught the ladies how to make
Katoumari, and then on the second cooking class, Bev Anastasas, showed the girls how to make Strava.
With the support of Evelyn Palassis, I would like to thank all those ladies, and to reiterate, they have the
full support of our association. It is fantastic that the Cazzie cooking traditions will be learnt by a number
of our members, therefore it won’t be lost in the future.
On the 23rd of October, 2011, we will be conducting a memorial service for Louka and Anastasia
Santrape. Even though it is a memorial service, it is our way of showing our respect for the contribution
that he made to the island of Cazzie. Later on in the afternoon, we will be having an afternoon tea to
celebrate the Santrape family, and also for the launch and distribution of our commemorative book.
Catherine Papanastasiou is organising to conduct an art and craft session at the Castellorizian House
commencing in October. Once again, a fantastic idea where all the ladies have an opportunity to show
their talents, and to teach other ladies. It is great that our facilities are being used by our members, which
in turn is promoting our association.
Recently I travelled to Melbourne on a business trip, and while I was there, I took up the opportunity to
catch up with the President and committee members of the Castellorizian Association of Melbourne. We
held a number of discussions on the various issues of our associations, with the prospect of working
closer together in the future to promote our traditions. I would like to thank Yvonne and her committee
for the hospitality which they showed to Anna and me. I do believe a number of members from the
association in Victoria will be attending our Centenary Celebrations in 2012.
I would like to congratulate Eveena and Michael Palassis (ex-committee member) on the birth of their
baby girl Olivia. I wish them all the best for the future.
Just a further reminder of the AGM on October the 26th, at 7pm sharp.
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SOCIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
Prepared by Allan Cresswell
Every issue of Megisti Messenger will display details of Birthdays, Engagements, Anniversaries, Marriages, Deaths, Get Well,
Congratulations, Travelling Abroad/Interstate and other announcements of interest to the Castellorizian community. It is not a requirement
that a person be a member of our Association. Please contact the Editor or a Committee Member to advise of the event so it can be included
in the next newsletter.

MARRIAGES
Best wishes to Sam Cresswell and Carla Lewis on their forthcoming wedding on Saturday September 24th
2011.

VALE
Deepest sympathy to the families and friends of Jack Kyros, Rosa Prousalis (nee Georgis) Iris Litis (nee
Papaioanou), Nicholas Pinakis, Anastasia C Michael, Susan-Marie Kailis and Emanuel (Lucky) Kalaf.
BIRTHS/BAPTISMS
Stephen and Sarah Kostarelas have welcomed the arrival of Anthony Stephen Kostarelas on 26th May 2011.
He is the second grandson of Tony and Merrill Kostarelas and the first grandchild of Leslie and Alison
Craig. Congratulations to Michael and Sophie Orphanides (nee Spartalis) on the birth of their first child,
Andrew Michael, born 14th May 2011. Andrew is the fifth grandchild to Les and Despo Spartalis.
Congratulations to Michael and Eveena Palassis (nee Anastasas) on the birth oftheir daughter, Olivia.
BIRTHDAYS
Congratulations to Anthony Kannis and Nick Spartalis on their 50 th birthdays. Special 75th birthday wishes
to Arthur Ventouris and 80th birthday wishes to Arthur Athans.
CONGRATULATIONS
Best wishes to Arthur and Eva Athans on their 52 nd wedding anniversary. Congratulations to Bartley and
Nellie Kakulas on their 50th Wedding Anniversary.

TRAVELLING
Welcome back to Tony and Phyllis Samiotis after their holidays to Canada and Alaska. Michael and Betty
Paul visited Castellorizo for the first time and had a great holiday.

The Kastellorizian of the Year
Honour Board
at the
Victorian Kastellorizian Association
Headquarters in Melbourne
Photo Courtesy Nick Nicholas
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CAZZIE COOKING CLASSES
Written by Helen Anastasas (nee Manifis)

On Saturday June 11th 2011 the Castellorizian Association of WA conducted its first Cazzie Cooking Class.
The cooking of the traditional and favourite Cazzie sweet Katoumari was demonstrated by Phyllis Samiotis
and assisted by Helen Anastasas. A very keen group of twenty two people attended the afternoon and all
thoroughly enjoyed themselves kneading and rolling the dough whilst Castellorizian music was played in the
background. The pleasant aroma of melted butter and cloves stirred memories of childhood days of yiayias
making Katoumari. A cup of tea and Katoumari concluded the session with requests for more classes to
include Cazzie and Greek recipes.
The second Cazzie Cooking Class was on the 23rd July, forty five people came along. Strava were baked and
taken home by all who took part. What an eye opener for everyone present to see how skilled Bev Anastasas
was in making Strava look so easy. She had prepared and planned so well for that afternoon. This was
followed by Evelyn Palassis efficiently demonstrating how Strava were originally fried so a comparison could
be made on the day. Bev and Evelyn willingly participated to help out and it was evident they are both very
competent in making Strava and have done so for many happy family occasions.
It is so exciting and very rewarding that so much interest and enthusiasm has been shown by all and especially
by the younger generation coming along with their mothers, relatives and friends. The classes have been for
all age groups (females and males). Well done to the younger people attending as you are the ones that will
help preserve our traditions in the future.
Classes are now well above all expectations and full. You can only register your name in case of a
cancellation by contacting Helen Anastasas on 93415955 or 0421644163.
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NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Wednesday 7:00PM October 26, 2011
160 Anzac Road, Mount Hawthorn
AGENDA
Welcome and opening of meeting
Apologies
Recognition of absent members
Minutes of last AGM
President’s report
Treasurer’s report
Election of auditors
Notice of motions received
General business
President’s Award
Election of committee of management
Close

NOTICES OF MOTION
In accordance with clause 6(d) of the Association’s constitution any notices of
motion must be received at the above address by Wednesday October 5. For
notices of motion received prior to this notice see below.
Copies of the minutes of the 2010 AGM, the Association’s Constitution and Notices
of motion are available to members at the following site www.castellorizo.org/agm
All members are welcome.
James Manifis
President
September 20, 2011

NOTICE OF MOTION
The Constitution of the Association does not put any limits on the length of time a person must be a
member prior to being eligible for election to the Management Committee of Management. It is
proposed to insert clause 9.3 (c) as follows;
9.3
(c)
Subject to clause 4.2 only a person who has been a Member for two (2) or more years shall
be eligible for election to the Committee of Management
MOVED
Allan Cresswell
SECONDED
Catherine Papanastasiou
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RENOVATIONS TO KALGOORLIE STREET
By Kevin Kannis

The Association’s property at 15 Kalgoorlie Street has just undergone significant renovations including;








A new kitchen
Painting throughout
Rewiring and replacement of some lighting
Repairs to the laundry and bathroom
New floor coverings
Replacement of the gutters
Fix up of the gardens and landscaping

There was an opportunity to do the work after the tenants vacated the property in early April with the
work being completed in time for the house to be tenanted on September 3 with an increased rental.
The cost of the work to the Association was minimised as a result of contributions by Tony Samiotis and
Tony Elder. The two Tonys donated their time in stripping and gutting then installing the new kitchen as
well as painting the entire house.
The contributions by the two Tonys deserves the gratitude of all of us as do the efforts of Michael Paul
and Catherine Papanastasiou who spent a lot of time obtaining quotes and having continuous onsite
meetings with tradesmen.
The end result is the house has been restored to a state where we shouldn’t need to do any significant
work for some time and it remains to be a valuable asset to the Association.

Invite you to celebrate their name day
When: Sunday 23 October 2011
Where: St Nicholas Parish Bunbury
Time: 9.30am to 11am
(The Divine Liturgy will be in English)
Morning tea will be served in the adjacent hall straight after the Divine Liturgy.
If enough interest is shown a bus can be chartered.
Please email: sttabitha.philoptohos.wa@gmail.com to express an interest.

ALL WELCOME
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TRIP TO CASTELLORIZO
By Jim Manifis

In the month of May, 2011, a contingent of Castellorizian members travelled to Castellorizo to launch the 2012
Centenary Milestone. The trip commenced in Athens, where we spent three days, followed by Rhodes for four days
and then finally we arrived on the island of Castellorizo on the 19th of May.
On arrival, it was very emotional, as there were members on our trip whose visit was the first in their life, and to
see the tears and emotion shown was very touching. We all stayed at the Megisti Hotel where the accommodation
was first class due to its major renovations. I’d like to thank Roslyn for her hospitality during our stay, and for
organising the cocktail party during our trip.
During our five day stay, various tours were taken which all the members thoroughly enjoyed. One of the tours was
a day trip to Kas (Turkey), the second was to the town of Mira (Turkey), and finally a tour to the Grotto. I’d like to
thank George and his wife Louise for organising the tours.
Time on the island was quite enjoyable when all the members would get together to have breakfast, lunch and
dinner. We experienced a number of different restaurants, where we all enjoyed the Castellorizian food. Spending
time having a coffee and a sweet for morning tea in the harbour was quite relaxing, and speaking to people walking
past, whether they were locals, or overseas visitors was quite enjoyable. Professor Byron Kakulas and his wife
Valerie, who were on the island as part of our group, were of great assistance in organising a number of events
during our stay. I’d like to thank both of them for their hospitality, where we were all invited to their home for
morning tea.
Our trip was organised to coincide with the name day of the Church of St Constantine and Helene. On the 21st of
May all the visitors from Perth attended the church service, where the Bishop also acknowledged the purpose of
our visit, and congratulated us on our achievement. The church was well attended by all people on the island, and
the service provided by the priest and the bishop was of a high order, and it was a pleasure to be in attendance.
Later in the evening, the church committee organised a function to celebrate St Constantine and Helene Church,
which all our members attended. I was quite intrigued when the music commenced, it was mainly the Perth-ites
who danced the night away.
A cocktail party was organised at the Megisti Hotel where all the counsellors on the island were invited, along with
our members. Unfortunately the response from the locals was quite disappointing, but we were given reasons why
they couldn’t attend, and the main one was their work commitments, as most of them are involved in the restaurant
industry. During the night we exchanged gifts. Our association presented the people of Cazzie a portrait of our St
Constantine and Helene Cathedral. Stratos, the Chairman of the council of Cazzie also presented us with various
gifts, one in particular was a gift box of three gold plated stamps.
In summary, the trip was very successful and I would like to thank all those that attended, as they were
representing the Castellorizian Association of WA, and with their support we all promoted the Centenary
Celebrations in 2012. We arrived as friends and left the island as one happy family.

Letter to the Editor
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TRIP TO CASTELLORIZO - PHOTOS
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MUSEUM AND RESOURCE CENTRE PROJECT
By Allan Cresswell

BACKGROUND
The Castellorizian Museum and Resource Centre Project is still in its infancy but already has identified the
important need of creating an environment to record, photograph and document our cultural heritage in an
acceptable format, for both present and for future generations. Initially this will be by way of a “Virtual Museum”
where photographs and information obtained can be recorded for presentation on a website, a powerpoint
presentation or possibly even a display booklet.
A follow up will be by creating an actual physical museum so that objects of Castellorizian cultural significance
can be housed and viewed in a controlled and secure location, and with input and acceptance from specialists with
expertise in Museums, Virtual Museums, Photography, Preservation and Documentation.
SUB-COMMITTEE
The Castellorizian Museum and Resource Centre sub-committee consists of Allan Cresswell (Chairperson), Stan
Kailis, Elaine Palassis, Libby Pappas and Tony Samiotis.
PROGRESS TO DATE
Stan Kailis has kindly produced an extensive Strategic Plan for the Castellorizian Museum and Resource Centre of
WA which identifies the objectives and resources required to implement our objectives. Two meetings have been
held in which (1) the Strategic Plan has been finalized (2) Funding and Budgets have been discussed (3) Physical
Resources such as a Computer, Scanner and Printer have been requested (4) Appointment with a Virtual Museum
expert has been arranged and (5) a “Show and Tell” Day has been arranged and is detailed below.

MUSEUM “SHOW AND TELL” DAY
Sunday November 6th 2011
At Castellorizian House
Doors open between 10.00am and 4.00pm
Bring along your Castellorizian objects of interest such as jewellery, icons, tapestries, rugs, clothing, utensils, etc
any time between 10.00am and 4.00pm to be photographed and documented for possible inclusion in our “Virtual
Museum”. This is also an ideal opportunity to document and photograph your objects for insurance purposes.
Further information available from Allan Cresswell on telephone 93057954, mobile 0413958500 or email
cressie@castellorizo.org
BE PART OF AN EXCITING PROJECT TO HELP PRESERVE OUR CASTELLORIZIAN HERITAGE
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COMMEMORATIVE BOOK LAUNCH
Compiled by Kevin Kannis

ON SUNDAY OCTOBER 23rd 2011
We are in the final stages of publishing the Commemorative Book which will be launched at an afternoon tea at
3:00pm on Sunday October 23rd 2011. All members and their families are invited to attend the launch which will
be held on the same day as the church service in memory of Louka and Anastasia Santrape. President Jim Manifis
will make an announcement at the afternoon tea in honour of the Santrape Family, benefactors of Castellorizo.
The launch and afternoon tea will be held at the Association’s headquarters at 160 Anzac Road Mount
Hawthorn.
Copies of the Book will be available for sale, at a cost of $35 each, as will other memorabilia associated with the
Centenary.
Contributors to the book will be able to pick up their copies of the book at the launch. Those contributors who are
unable to be at the launch books will be able to pick them up from 160 Anzac Road Mount Hawthorn;
 At the AGM on Wednesday October 26
 On Friday October 28 between 5:30PM and 6:30PM
 On Saturday October 29 between 1:00PM and 2:00PM
 Or by calling 0418 904 848
All members are encouraged to attend this Centenary Event.

SANTRAPE MEMORIAL SERVICE
To honour the contribution made by Louka and Anastasia Santrape
for the Island of Castellorizion to be held at St Constantine and
Helene Cathedral 20 Parker Street Perth on 23 rd October 2011.

CENTENARY 2012 COMMEMORATIVE COIN
This beautiful coin has been minted for the occasion of the Centenary of the Castellorizian Association of WA. It
comes enclosed in a jarrah block with the insignia of the association engraved on the block.

This gold plated coin can be purchased through the association at a cost of $45 per coin. As only 200 have been
minted we are sure that these will be snapped up, so these will be sold on a ‘first-come’ basis, which will be a
wonderful keepsake for generations to come.
Contact centenary2012@iprimus.com.au to reserve your coin.
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CASTELLORIZIAN CENTENARY 2012 NEWS
Compiled by Cath Papanastasiou

The Centenary is nearly upon us and the steering sub-committee has been working hard to make the Centenary
week exciting and eventful. The much needed funds have been raised by a variety of sources, viz., Quiz nite, sale
of specially minted Commemorative Coin, sale of Centenary Port and individual donations.
We ask that you keep the week of 20 May to 27 May free to attend the Centenary week celebrations as we would
like to see a large group from here match up with the many delegates who are attending from the Eastern States.
The proposed program to date:

DAY

DATE

EVENT

TIME

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

20 May
21 May
22 May
23 May

Registration and BBQ – Cazzie House
Church and lunch at Hellenic Community WA
Conference – sessions 1 and 2 Cazzie House
Conference – sessions 3 and 4 Cazzie House

Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

24 May
25 May
26 May
27 May

FREE DAY
Day trip to Fremantle
GALA DINNER
Church

3pm onwards
9.30am
10am to 4pm Lunch included
10am to 4pm Lunch included
CIVIC RECEPTION COUNCIL HOUSE
FRIENDSHIP DINNERS
Centenary Cup PERTH TROTS -7pm
7pm-Midnight Burswood
9.30am

The theme of the Conference will be: Castellorizians Abroad; Past, Present and Future. There will also be a
presentation on genealogy from Allan Cresswell after the fourth session on the Wednesday.
If you would like to attend, please register your interest by emailing: centenary2012@gmail.com
The Commemorative Book with all our family histories will be LAUNCHED on Sunday 23 October 2012 at the
Luka and Anastasia Santrape celebrations at Cazzie House at 3pm. If you or your family have entered a
submission, make sure you attend to collect your copy. All are welcome.

QUIZ NITE
The quiz nite held on 24 June 2011 was a great success with a full house, even though we had the biggest down
pour we had seen in ages! Every participant did not leave empty handed due to the abundance of prizes. The
Centenary sub-committee would like to thank all the sponsors for their fantastic contribution to the night, without
their support the function could not have gone ahead.
Mr Steve Aris was the quiz master for the evening who entertained us with great flair and humour. A well
supported function with over $3000.00 raised.

Cath Papanastasiou
with
Quiz Master
Steve Aris
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CAZZIE CRAFT MORNINGS
Do you have a flair for jewellery making, crocheting, tapestry, quilting, knitting, stamping, lace-making,
needlework, scrap-booking or any other craft?
Why not join us once a week at Cazzie House starting Thursday 6 October at 10am.
All you need to do is bring along your craft and join in the fellowship.
If anyone is interested in ‘teaching’ a craft, contact Cath or Pam on:
centenary2012@iprimus.com.au or 9444 5805

Every Thursday Morning 10am to 12midday
Starting Thursday 6th October 2011

DON’T MISS OUT ON YOUR
CENTENARY 2012
COMMEMORATIVE PORT

Now Available $15.00
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BOOK – AN ISLAND IN TIME

NOTE FOR OUR WA ASSOCIATION MEMBERS – Limited supplies of this book are available at
Castellorizian House. A bulk order has saved on postage costs and now is passed onto our members. This
wonderful book can be viewed by asking any committee member. It is a great historical publication and captures
the history of Castellorizo in photographs during 59 dramatic years.

CENTENARY 2012 RAFFLE RESULTS
The Centenary 2012 raffle was drawn on Sunday May 22nd 2011 under the supervision of our Association Trustees,
Peter Kanganas and Darcy Papanastasiou. The winners were:
First Prize:

Ticket Number 1069 Annette Long

Second Prize: Ticket Number 1592 Michelle Spence
Third Prize:

Ticket Number 1663 Evan Petridis

ST CONSTANTINE AND HELENE FUNCTION
Castellorizian Association of WA
Vice President
Allan Cresswell
And
Hellenic Association of WA
President
Evan Kakulas
with invited guests
at
St Constantine and Helene Day
Celebration
May 21 2011
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CASTELLORIZIAN OF THE YEAR 2011 PHOTOS
Photos courtesy Nick Nicholas
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CAZZIE TRIBUTE

Compiled by Allan Cresswell

NICHOLAS CONSTANTINE NICHOLAS
CASTELLORIZIAN OF THE YEAR 2011
Nicholas was born in Perth on September 21st 1935, the eldest son of Constantine Nicholas Nicholas and Despa
(nee Papalazaros). He married Mary Sertis in 1958 and they have one son and one daughter, and three
grandchildren.
Nicholas has been an active member of the Greek and Castellorizian communities all his life. He has been awarded
a Life Member of the Hellenic Football Club, Life Member of the Hellenic Cricket Club, Committee Member of
the Castellorizian Association of WA from 1983 to 1985, President of the Castellorizian Association of WA from
1985 to 1987, then again President from 1993 to 2003. In 1997 Nick was made Honorary Life President in
recognition for his services to our Association.
Nick’s community work is extensive and includes: Hellenic Youth Association, Hellenic Football Club, Hellenic
Cricket Club, Hellenic Men’s Softball Club (Player and Coach) and Philon Golf Club (Secretary 2002 to 2008). He
joined the Hellenic Youth Association in 1951 and over the next twenty four years played cricket for the Hellenic
Cricket Club (Senior Team Captain for eight years) and football with the Hellenic Football Club.
In 1987 Nick presided over and organized a week of activities to celebrate our Associations seventy fifth
anniversary which included a World Conference of Castellorizian Associations, a Civic Reception, a Cocktail
Evening, a Gala Dinner and Dance and a historical publication (in both Greek and English) that recorded the first
seventy five years of the Castellorizian Association of WA.
He was on an organizing committee to welcome the Greek Olympic Team, who trained in Perth prior to the
Sydney Olympic Games in 2000.
Nick has been Chairman of Trustees for the Castellorizian Association of WA from 2003 to 2011. From 2005 to
2008 he was joint chairman with Bartley Kakulas of the Renovations/Finance Sub Committee of our association,
where over $90,000 was raised
He is Deputy Chairman of the steering committee for the Castellorizian Centenary 2012 celebrations. Nick also
helped formulate the design, production and completion of our Commemorative Book which will be launched on
October 23rd 2011.
During the declining membership years of the 1990’s Nick and his small committee turned the association around
and paid off debts and carried out renovations so that the association could continue as it is today.
On Sunday May 22nd 2011 the annual St Constantine and Helene’s Day celebrations were held at the Kastellorizian
Association of Victoria Clubrooms. At this function our own Nicholas Constantine Nicholas was presented with
the Castellorizian of the Year for 2011 award.
Nicholas, all your family, friends, sporting associates and our association members are so pleased that your
ongoing achievements and contributions throughout so many years have been formally recognized. This award
bestowed on you as 2011 Castellorizian of the Year acknowledges, documents and highlights all those remarkable
achievements. We all do appreciate your wonderful continuing contribution to the Castellorizian and Hellenic
community and the community at large. Well done Nicholas!
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